Abstract-The definition of department responsibility conflict evaluation is first given in the paper. Following the analysis of the evaluation process, which is generalized to assess extent of the responsibility conflict among different power departments, the department responsibility matrix is established and the construction of the evaluation model is presented. Then an application case is introduced to illustrate the progress and the methodology of department responsibilities conflict evaluation. The conclusion of the research may build a sound foundation for optimizing department responsibilities.
INTRODUCTION
The responsibility boundaries are sometimes unclear among different power branches. There are also such pheromones as in consistences between power and responsibilities, conflicts among responsibilities, and the abuses of power. In order to effectively solve these realistic problems, this paper construct the model of department responsibilities conflict based on DRCI (Department Responsibilities Conflict Index). The conclusion may build a good theoretical and methodological foundation for evaluating department responsibilities conflict.
Department responsibilities is defined as the scope of duty and the tasks to be assumed in order to fulfill the responsibilities of an organization, as well as the corresponding responsibilities for accomplishing these tasks. Conflict is defined as contradictions, strife and disputes. The department responsibilities conflict evaluation is defined as making the department responsibilities optimization as the goal, used the scientific and feasible methods for giving objective, fair and systematic value judgment to the department responsibilities conflict and related problems, based on full information of department responsibilities .
Department responsibilities conflict evaluation process is shown in Figure 1 . 1. Brief list of department responsibilities. According to the department tasks, break down department responsibilities by the method of work breakdown structure, established the department responsibilities list, explicit "responsibility family property" of department. At the same time, draw "responsibility boundary" and "behavior boundaries".
2. Establish department responsibilities matrix. Establish department responsibilities matrix between departments, described two departments as row vector and column vector respectively. which indicate the name by owner, nature, quantity, etc. The object is subject to verb, indicated the person or thing involved in the action. The range is defined as the action target of a person or thing. For example, the A department original responsibility of company is described as: "responsible for the department document file management." Then, the predicate of this responsibility described as: "Responsible"; the attributive of this responsibility described as: "Document file"; the object of this responsibility described as: "Management"; the range of this responsibility described as: "A department". 
B. Establish Department Responsibilities Matrix
In this paper, two departments responsibilities are described as row vector and column vector, established predicate matrix, attributive matrix, object matrix, range matrix and responsibilities matrix of two departments .The department responsibilities matrix is nm matrix, which are shown in Table II . It consists rows, columns, and elements. The rows shown specific responsibilities of department b; The columns show m specific responsibilities of department a. 
C. Department Responsibilities Conflicts Evaluation
Invite experts to evaluate the responsibilities conflict of predicate, attributive, object, and range between two departments, and then calculate the value of department responsibilities conflict [1] .
1) Predicate Conflict Evaluation
The conflict value of each element i n the predicate conflict matrix is calculated by: 
2) Department Responsibilities Conflict Evaluation
According to the conflict value of elements about the responsibility matrix, the attributive matrix, the object matrix and the range matrix, used following equation to get conflict values of elements about department responsibilities matrix:
show the conflict value of the i th row and j th column, 1 w , 2 w , 3
w and 4
w show the weight of the responsibility predicate conflict, the responsibility attributive conflict, the responsibility object conflict and the responsibility range conflict respectively. According to the conflict value of elements about responsibility matrix, the value of responsibility conflict evaluation is obtained by following [2] : show the conflict value of the i th row and j th column.
3) Conclusion of Department Responsibilities Conflict Evaluation
The conclusions of department responsibilities conflict evaluation include quantitative conclusion and qualitative conclusion.
Quantitative Conclusions
According to the equation 3, get the conclusion of department responsibilities conflict quantitative evaluation.
Qualitative Conclusions
Assuming that there are four types of department responsibilities conflict qualitative evaluation conclusions: no conflict, small conflict ,general conflict ,big conflict, The corresponding evaluation criteria   
A. Combing the List of Department Responsibilities
A list of administrative department responsibilities is shown in Table III . According to Eq.(3) and Eq.(4), the responsibility conflict quantitative conclusion between the administrative department and development department of A company is 0.34, and the department responsibilities conflict qualitative conclusion between the administrative department and development department of A company is small conflict.
